
MINUTES OF THE 

PRINCE OF WALES LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT  

Thursday, September 29th, 2016 

 

LOCATION: Prince of Wales Vocational & Technical Education Center, Klawock 
 

Fitzpatrick called the meeting to order at 1:08 p.m. 

 

ROLL CALL: Present: Coffman Cove (Misty Fitzpatrick) Craig (Jon Bolling), 

Klawock (Leslie Isaacs), Klawock Cooperative Association 

(Lawrence Armour), Thorne Bay (Mayor Gould), Prince of Wales 

Chamber of Commerce (Lynette Logan) Timber Industry 

Representatives (Pat Tierney), Conservation Groups (Michael 

Kampnich)Visitor/Recreation Industry Representatives (Misty 

Fitzpatrick), Education Representatives (Karen Cleary, Peter 

Chaille, Valerie Steward), & At-large Seats (Cheryl Fecko, Erin 

Steinkruger) 

 

INTRODUCTIONS  

       Those present were: Misty Fitzpatrick, Prince of Wales Community Advisory 

Committee/Prince of Wales Landscape Assessment Team; Jim Gould, City of Thorne 

Bay; Cheryl Fecko, Prince of Wales Watershed Association; Sandra Stevens, United 

States Forest Service; Jon Bolling, City of Craig; Erin Steinkruger, Portland State 

University; Valerie Steward, Klawock School; Patrick Tierney, Society of American 

Foresters/Sealaska; Wayne Benner, City of Thorne Bay; Peter Chaille, Tatoosh School; 

Karen Cleary, Prince of Wales Vocational & Technical Education Center; Norman 

Cohen, The Nature Conservancy; Sarah Campen, TCSG; David Albert, The Nature 

Conservancy; Lawrence Armour, Klawock Cooperative Association; Matt Anderson, 

United States Forest Service; Michael Kampnich, The Nature Conservancy; Lynette 

Logan, Prince of Wales Chamber of Commerce; Bob Clause, Public; Leslie Isaacs, City 

of Klawock  

 

 

ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

Fitzpatrick added agenda item #2, “Facilitator Priorities” under New Business.  

 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

Gould moved to adopt the meeting minutes from August 18th, 2016. Kampnich seconded 

the motion. The motion passed with no opposition. 

 

OPEN DISCUSSION 

1. POWLAT Facilitation  

 

a. The Nature Conservancy Letter of Interest 

Fitzpatrick gave a brief overview regarding the letter of interest from The 

Nature Conservancy (TNC). Fitzpatrick stated that TNC sent three 



representatives to give a verbal representation and answer any questions from 

the group; she then introduced Norman, Sarah and David from TNC. Norman 

Cohen introduced himself and gave a history of TNC’s work on Prince of 

Wales Island, and informed the group of the process they had previously been 

through in an effort similar to this for the Staney Creek project and stated that 

they would like to suggest the same sort of process for POW LAT. Cohen 

stated that TNC had an agreement to bring a facilitator to their team to help in 

the Landscape Assessment process and that TNC’s role in this would be to 

provide resources for the effort. Cohen proposed how it would work, if POW 

LAT decided to go with TNC that TNC would enter into a contract with the 

City of Thorne Bay or whoever, but that the money would basically be paying 

for the facilitator and different expenses agreed upon with the POW LAT 

Team. Cohen added that TNC is also willing and able to provide more 

outreach if POW LAT thought it was needed. There was some concern about 

how the facilitation services would work, and a suggestion that POW LAT get 

a proposal from the actual facilitator. Cohen made it clear that however POW 

LAT decided to move forward, they were committed to providing information 

for this effort. 

 

b. Responses to the RFP for Facilitation Services  

  

2. US Forest Service Update & Overview of FACA Regulation – District Ranger 

Matt Anderson   

Anderson provided the group with FACA Regulations handouts. Anderson stated that 

the biggest thing to remember is that the Forest Service isn’t organizing this group; he 

said that this group can meet however and whenever they wanted. Anderson 

elaborated that when recommendations start to be made, is when the lines between 

FACA and collaboration can get a bit blurry; the USFS EIS process is going to have 

the normal public process, requirements and comment periods that have to be in effect 

with every EIS. Anderson stated that how the POW LAT process moves along side 

with that, the lines between the two should stay fairly straight. Anderson stated that the 

task of the FACA groups is to respond to the agency on specific things, but it is pretty 

open ended; he stressed that USFS cannot set agendas for the group but it is important 

for the information this group is going through and elaborating on dovetails into the 

EIS, into alternative development, somewhat fluidly. Anderson closed with stating that 

as long as it is public and stays diverse that he felt it would all work out.   

 

NEW BUSINESS 

1.  POW LAT Facilitator Selection 

Bolling stated that the discussion of the sub-committee favored moving forward with 

TNC based on the knowledge and familiarity they had on the island. Bolling 

suggested that the committee reject both of the RFPs that were submitted and further 

move to negotiate with TNC to help organize POW LAT’s efforts. Cleary added that 

her main concerns with the proposals were that the expense would be so great and 

their presence here wouldn’t be enough. Cleary stated that she thought it would be 

better to have a facilitator that the group could build a relationship and work with, and 



in the sub-committee’s discussion, they thought TNC could better meet the needs of 

POW LAT. The majority of the membership concurred with Bolling and Cleary. 

Bolling made a motion that the group rejects the proposals from Mr. Agnew Beck and 

Ms. Caroline Storm. Gould seconded the motion. With no opposition, the motion 

passed. Further discussion went on about the reasoning for rejecting the two 

proposals and Bolling made it clear that his reasoning for suggesting the rejection was 

based on the costs that would be incurred and the presence POW LAT would like to 

see from the facilitation services.  

Bolling made a motion that the Prince of Wales Landscape Assessment Team contact 

the Nature Conservancy and ask that, based on their September 13th letter, provide 

information on the availability of in-kind announced staff for the facilitation worker 

and provide some range of cost details. Cleary seconded the motion. Bolling stated 

that TNC is offering to provide POW LAT with resources free of charge that could be 

really beneficial to this process. The motion passed with no opposition.  

 

2.  Facilitator Priorities  

Fitzpatrick stated that as the Chair she felt she would need to meet with the facilitator 

to get them pointed in the right direction and wanted to make sure that the direction is 

agreed with by the team, she asked that the team look over the list that she provided. 

Cleary had a question about the facilitator taking notes and felt  that should be the 

responsibility of the secretary, and she also questioned the facilitator being 

responsible for the funding. The Team decided that the note taking would not be the 

responsibility of the facilitator and the funding part of things would be a shared 

responsibility.  

  

 

 

NEXT MEETING 

1:00 p.m. on October 27th, 2016 at the VoTec Center, in Klawock. The team discussed 

items for the next agenda.  

 

ADJOURNMENT 

Gould motioned to adjourn the meeting. Armour seconded the motion. With no 

opposition from the membership, the motion passed. The meeting was adjourned at 2:39 

p.m.  


